The impact between particles or agglomerates and a device wall is 15 considered an important mechanism controlling the dispersion of active 16 pharmaceutical ingredient (API) particles in dry powder inhalers (DPIs). In 17 order to characterise the influencing factors and better understand the impact 18 induced dispersion process for carrier-based DPIs, the impact behaviour 19 between an agglomerate and a wall is systematically investigated using the 20 discrete element method. In this study, a carrier-based agglomerate is initially 21 formed and then allowed to impact with a target wall. The effects of impact 22 velocity, impact angle and work of adhesion on the dispersion performance 23 are analysed. It is shown that API particles in the near-wall regions are more 24 2 likely to be dispersed due to the deceleration of the carrier particle resulted 25 from the impact with the wall. It is also revealed that the dispersion ratio 26 increases with increasing impact velocity and impact angle, indicating that the 27 normal component of the impact velocity plays a dominant role on the 28 dispersion. Furthermore, the impact induced dispersion performance for 29 carrier-based DPI formulations can be well predicted using a cumulative 30
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Introduction

Model setup
109
A carrier particle with a radius of c r is initially generated. Then N monosized 110 API particles with a radius of API r are created around the carrier. The API 111 particles are set to move towards the centre of the carrier at a very low 112 velocity until they are in contact with the carrier. The adhesion between the 113 carrier and API particle is initially set as a relatively high value and is then 114 decreased to the prescribed value. After the adhesion is changed to the 115 required value, a number of simulation cycles are sequentially executed until 116 the sum of the kinetic energies of carrier and API particles is smaller than a 117 prescribed value to ensure that a stable agglomerate is formed. After the 118 agglomeration process is finished, the carrier-based agglomerate impacts with 119 a wall at a prescribed impact velocity i V and an impact angle θ (Fig. 1) . Six 120 different velocities and four different angles are considered to examine their 121 influence on the dispersion process. The effect of adhesion between the 122 carrier and API particles is also investigated with various values of the7 thermodynamic work of adhesion. Since the primary aim of this study is to 124 explore the influence of adhesive interactions between the carrier and API 125 particles on the dispersion process at the microscopic level, only adhesion is 126 considered. In the current DEM, particle-particle and particle-wall interactions 127 are modelled using theoretical contact mechanics, in which physical 128
properties such as Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio, particle density, 129 coefficient of friction are the input parameters and surface energy is chosen 130 as a varying parameter for the sensitivity analysis. As a first approximation, 131 the carrier and API particles are assumed to be spherical and of the same 132 material, which is consistent with that used in our previous studies (Yang et al. 133 2013 (Yang et al. 133 , 2014 (Yang et al. 133 , and 2015 . Even so, it is still believed that the present study will 134 enhance our understanding of the underlying micromechanics of dispersion 135 process in DPIs. The simulation parameters are given in Table 1 . 136 with the wall, API particles in the lower hemisphere detach from the carrier 140 due to the deceleration of the carrier (Fig. 2 a & b) . During rebound, a few API 141 particles in the upper hemisphere move around the carrier and detach from 142 the lower region of the carrier while others remain on the carrier (Fig. 2 c & d) . 143 This implies that very little kinetic energy of the carrier is dissipated during the 152 impact process. The evolution of force on the wall and force on the carrier 153 particle is shown in Fig. 4 . It should be noted that the line for the force on the 154 wall is reversed for better comparison. It can be seen that the force first 155 increases and then decreases. The force on the carrier particle is essentially 156 identical to (only a little smaller than) that on the wall and the forces on the 157 API particles can be ignored. This indicates that the carrier plays a dominated 158 role in the impact process. 159
Results and discussion
The evolution of the dispersion ratio (i.e. the ratio of the number of API 160 particles detached from the carrier to the total number of API particles) with 161 time is shown in Fig. 5 . The dispersion process can be divided into two stages: 162 i) the dispersion ratio drastically increases due to deceleration of the carrier 163 particle caused by the impact between the wall and the agglomerate; ii) the 164 dispersion ratio continues to increase but at a reduced rate during the 165 rebound. 166
The effect of impact velocity on the dispersion ratio is shown in Fig. 6. For a  167 given work of adhesion, the dispersion ratio increases with increasing impact 168 velocity due to the higher impact energy; while for a given impact velocity, the 169 dispersion ratio decreases with increasing work of adhesion resulting from the 170 greater adhesion energy. This indicates that the dispersion ratio is the 171 resultant effect of these two kinds of energy. It is also found that there is a 172 saturated dispersion ratio, once it is reached, the effect of further increasing 173 the impact velocity or decreasing the work of adhesion becomes insignificant. 174
This might be because the API particles on the top of the carrier are difficult to 175 disperse under the effect of the deceleration only, resulting in the saturate 176 value. 177
The effect of impact angle on the dispersion ratio is shown in Fig. 7 . For a 178
given impact velocity and work of adhesion, the dispersion ratio increases with 179 increasing impact angle. In other words, an impact at an impact angle of 90° 180 can maximize the dispersion performance. Similar to the results shown in Fig.  181 6, the dispersion ratio decreases with increasing work of adhesion for a given 182 impact angle. 183
The polar histograms (Zhang 2003 As aforementioned, the dispersion performance is determined by the balance 201 of the impact energy and the adhesion energy. Therefore, an energy ratio η is 202 introduced as: 203 where i E and a E are the impact and adhesion energies of a single API 207 particle, respectively. The impact energy is defined as the kinetic energy of 208 the API particle; the adhesion energy is defined as the work to break the 209 adhesive contact between the API particle and the carrier and was described 210
by Thornton and Ning (1998) . API m is the mass of the API particle. Γ is the 
in which 1 ν and 2 ν are the Poisson's ratios of the particle 1 and 2, respectively.
215
The relationship between the dispersion ratio Φ and the energy ratio η is 216 plotted in Fig. 10a . It can be found that the results of the dispersion ratio for all 217 the cases with various impact velocities, impact angles and work of adhesion 218 follow a similar trend. The dispersion ratio sharply increases with the energy 219 ratio at the initial stage and then gradually reaches the saturated state. 220
However, it can be also observed that there are some divergences among the 221 cases with different impact angles, indicating that the impact angle plays an 222 important role in the dispersion process as shown in Fig. 7 . in which M is the total number of particles in the agglomerate. i r is the radius 255 of particle i , and i z is the number of particle in contact with particle i . ij n and 256 ij F are the unit vector connecting the centres of particle i and j and the 257 contact force between particle i and j . In this study, if it is assumed that the 258 contact force between two particles is the "pull-off" force c F , Eq. (6-15) can be 259 rewritten as: 260
Then the overall energy ratio is defined as: 262
The variation of dispersion ratio with the overall energy ratio is shown in Fig.  264 11. It can be seen that all the results follow a general trend and the cumulative 265
Weibull distribution function can also be used to approximate the dispersion 266 The fitting parameters are also given in Table 2 . It can be found from 269 comparing the parameters that, the values of shape parameter κ for the two 270 methods are similar, indicating that the trends of the variation of dispersion 271 ratio with energy ratio are similar. However, the value of location parameter 272 0 η in Eq. (18) is very small (≈0), which is much smaller than that in Eq. (13).
273
It is believed that from the perspective of an agglomerate, some of the API 274 particles could detach from the carrier once the agglomerate impacts with the 275 wall, even if the impact energy is small; while from the perspective of a single 276 API particle, it can detach from the carrier only when its kinetic energy is large 277 enough to break the contact with the carrier. From Thornton's derivation 278 (Thornton & Ning 1998) it can be found that the "large enough kinetic energy" 279 is in the normal direction of the two contacting particles. In this study, the API 280 particles stuck to the carrier are moving with the carrier; therefore the velocity 281 in the normal direction of the contact is not high even if the impact velocity 282 itself is sufficiently high. Furthermore, the size of the carrier is much larger 283 than that of the API particle and the kinetic energy of an agglomerate is much 284 larger than that of an API particle. Therefore the value of the overall energy 285 ratio for an agglomerate above which the dispersion ratio starts to increase is 286 much smaller than that for a single API particle. Similar to the location 287 parameter, the scale parameter λ in Eq. (18) is also much smaller than that in 288
Eq. (13). 289
This study provides an insight into the fundamental micromechanics of 290 dispersion processes for dry powder inhalers, which is a complicated problem 291 demanding further investigation. The problem is tackled using an advanced 292 numerical method, i.e. DEM, which is a methodology that has been developed 293 
Conclusions
309
The dispersion process during the impact of a carrier-based agglomerate and 310 a wall at various impact conditions is modelled using DEM. It is shown that the 311 dispersion process can be divided into two stages: i) a primary dispersion 312 stage in which the dispersion ratio sharply increases with time; ii) a secondary 313 dispersion where the dispersion ratio increases at a much slower rate. It is 314
found that the API particles in the near-wall regions are prone to be dispersed. 315
The impact velocity, impact angle and work of adhesion all affect the 316 dispersion performance: the dispersion ratio increases with increasing impact 317 velocity and impact angle; while the dispersion ratio decreases with increasing 318 work of adhesion. It is revealed that the normal component of the impact 319 velocity plays a dominant role in the dispersion and the wall-particle impact 320 induced dispersion for carrier-based DPI formulations can be well 321 approximated using the cumulative Weibull distribution function governed by 322 the ratio of the overall impact energy and adhesion energy. 
